ABSTRACT Modern (sub-)millimeter interferometers enable the measurement of the cool gas and dust emission of highredshift galaxies (z > 5). However, at these redshifts the cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature is higher, approaching, and even exceeding, the temperature of cold dust and molecular gas observed in the local Universe. In this paper, we discuss the impact of the warmer CMB on (sub-)millimeter observations of high-redshift galaxies. The CMB affects the observed (sub-)millimeter dust continuum and the line emission (e.g. carbon monoxide, CO) in two ways: (i) it provides an additional source of (both dust and gas) heating; and (ii) it is a non-negligible background against which the line and continuum emission are measured. We show that these two competing processes affect the way we interpret the dust and gas properties of high-redshift galaxies using spectral energy distribution models. We quantify these effects and provide correction factors to compute what fraction of the intrinsic dust (and line) emission can be detected against the CMB as a function of frequency, redshift and temperature. We discuss implications on the derived properties of high-redshift galaxies from (sub-)millimeter data. Specifically, the inferred dust and molecular gas masses can be severely underestimated for cold systems if the impact of the CMB is not properly taken into account.
INTRODUCTION
Modern (sub-)millimeter interferometers allow us to routinely measure the gas and dust content of very high redshift galaxies (z > 5), giving precious insight into the star formation properties and physical state of the interstellar medium (ISM) in early galaxies. With ALMA, for example, thanks to the combination of increased sensitivities and the negative k-correction in the (sub-)millimeter, it will be possible, for the first time, to detect the dust continuum and CO lines from galaxies with total luminosities that are close to that of the Milky Way. Instead of detecting only high-luminosity starbursts at high redshifts (i.e. sub-millimeter galaxies; e.g. Blain et al. 2002) , we will gain access to the larger population of low-luminosity (with infrared luminosities < 10 12 L ⊙ ) galaxies. In the local Universe, the bulk of dust in normal star-forming galaxies of moderate infrared luminosity typically has temperatures of ≃ 20 K (e.g. Smith et al. 2012) . However, at higher redshifts, the cosmic microwave background (CMB) temperature approaches and can even surpass this temperature. This means that we must consider the effects of the CMB on our observations. The temperature of the CMB at any redshift z is given by:
cunha@mpia.de where T z=0 CMB is the temperature of the CMB at z = 0, T z=0 CMB = 2.73 K, sets a fundamental minimum temperature of the ISM (assuming local thermal equilibrium, LTE). The increase of the minimum ISM temperature with redshift affects the physical conditions of the dust and molecular gas in galaxies, boosting both the dust continuum emission and the line luminosities (e.g. Silk & Spaans 1997; Blain 1999; Combes et al. 1999; Righi et al. 2008) . However, at high redshift, the CMB also becomes a stronger background against which both the dust continuum and line fluxes are measured (e.g. in Combes et al. 1999; Papadopoulos et al. 2000; Obreschkow et al. 2009; Lidz et al. 2011; Muñoz & Furlanetto 2013) . These two competing effects have been discussed previously, however only in the context of CO line emission (e.g. in Combes et al. 1999; Obreschkow et al. 2009 and briefly in other works cited above, sometimes incorrectly: Silk & Spaans 1997) . A full exploration of the effects of the CMB on both continuum and line emission observations is needed now that ALMA is in operation. In this paper, we quantify in detail the implications of the CMB on the interpretation of (sub-)millimeter observations in terms of galaxy intrinsic dust and gas properties. Deriving the correct intrinsic galaxy properties for (sub-)mm observations, such as the star formation rate (via the total infrared luminosity) and the molecular gas mass (via the CO line luminosity or the dust mass) is crucial to our understanding of the star formation efficiency of galaxies at high-redshift (e.g. Daddi et al. 2010; Genzel et al. 2010; Magdis et al. 2012) .
In this study, we wish to analyze solely the effect of the CMB background at high redshift on (potential) observations of 'Milky-Way-like' galaxies at high redshift. Therefore, we fix the intrinsic properties of the galaxies under consideration and assume no evolution in dust properties and stellar radiation field, in order to isolate the CMB effects. We note, however, that it is likely that high-redshift galaxies have considerably different properties than low-redshift galaxies of the same luminosity. For example, it is likely that galaxies with cold ISM such as the Milky Way do not exist due to the harder radiation fields in low metallicity environments. Also, the physical properties of dust grains may be different at high redshifts. These differences are beyond the scope of this paper.
In Section 2, we describe the effects of the CMB on the dust continuum of galaxies and the implications on the derived physical properties of the dust; we also provide a recipe to take the effects of the CMB into account when comparing models with observations. In Section 3, we analyze the effect of the CMB on the observed CO line emission of galaxies, focusing on the simplest LTE case, and two more general examples of non-LTE cases. Our conclusions are summarized in Section 4.
EFFECT OF THE CMB ON (SUB-)MM CONTINUUM EMISSION

Dust temperature
We consider a galaxy at z = 0, where diffuse dust is being heated by the radiation field produced by stars in the galaxy, and the effects of the CMB radiation are negligible. We assume that the dust is in thermal equilibrium with the radiation field, with an equilibrium temperature T z=0 dust = 18 K, typical of the diffuse ISM of the Milky Way (e.g. da Cunha et al. 2008 ; see also, e.g. Groves et al. 2012 for an analysis of the cold dust in M31). If we place exactly the same galaxy (i.e. same starlight intensity heating the dust, same dust properties etc.) at z = 6, where the CMB temperature has increased from 2.73 K to 19.1 K, i.e. higher than T z=0 dust (eq. 1), how does this higher CMB temperature affect the dust temperature of the galaxy? The dust grains will absorb the CMB photons, so the temperature of dust in the galaxy at z = 6 will be higher than at z = 0 even if the other properties of the galaxy are exactly the same. In the following, we derive the temperature of the dust in a galaxy at redshift z, T dust (z), when heating by the CMB is taken into account.
If the dust grains are in thermal equilibrium, then they emit energy at the same rate they it absorb it, i.e.:
For a single dust grain, the energy loss rate through emission is:
while the rate of energy absorbed per grain is:
where T dust (z) is the equilibrium temperature of the dust grains at redshift z, and Q em (ν, a) and Q abs (ν, a) are, respectively, the emission and absorption coefficients at frequency ν, for a grain of effective radius a (see, e.g., Spitzer 1978; Draine 2011 for more detail). In general, Q em (ν, a)=Q abs (ν, a) (Draine & Lee 1984) , and we assume that the dust properties Figure 1 . Variation of the dust temperature (red; eq. 12) and CMB temperature (blue; eq. 1) with redshift. For dust grains in a galaxy with equilibrium temperature at z = 0, T z=0 dust = 18 K, the effect of additional dust heating by the CMB starts being non-negligible around z ≃ 4. are invariant with redshift, i.e. that Q abs (ν, a) does not change with z.
At any redshift, we can write the intensity of the radiation field heating the dust as (e.g. Rowan-Robinson et al. 1979) :
where the first term, J * ν (z), corresponds to the contribution by the radiation produced by stars in the galaxy, and the second term, B ν [T CMB (z)], is the contribution by the CMB radiation, which emits as a black body B ν of temperature T CMB (z). Thus, at a given redshift, using eq. 5, the equation of the energy balance of the dust grains in thermal equilibrium (eq. 2) takes the form:
From this equation, the total energy produced by stars in the galaxy (that is absorbed by the dust grains) can be written as:
We assume here that the properties of the galaxy do not change with redshift, i.e. the stellar radiation field, J * ν , remains the same. Therefore, for any redshift z,
and combining with eq. 7 we can write:
At (sub-)mm wavelengths, the grain emissivity can be approximated with a power-law function with frequency, Q abs (ν, a) ∝ ν β , where β is the so-called dust emissivity index (e.g. Draine & Lee 1984) . Thus, we can replace this term in eq. 9 and re-arrange in order to solve for T dust (z) as follows:
The integral of a modified black body ν β B ν (T ) is:
From eqs. 1, 10 and 11, we obtain the following equation for the equilibrium dust temperature at redshift z:
In Fig. 1 , we plot the evolution of dust and CMB temperatures with redshift, assuming a dust temperature of 18 K at z = 0. This shows that, for this temperature, the effect of dust heating by the CMB becomes non-negligible at z ≃ 4; the higher the redshift, the dust temperature asymptotically approaches the temperature of the CMB. Fig. 1 shows that the effect of dust heating by the CMB on the (cold) dust temperature of galaxies is to first order negligible at redshifts z ∼ < 4. However, beyond this redshift, the dust temperature increases with redshift due to the extra heating by the CMB as demonstrated in the previous section. To investigate how this affects the far-infrared and sub-millimeter SEDs of the galaxies, we plot, in Fig. 2 , the predicted intrinsic SED of dust grains in thermal equilibrium with T z=0 dust = 18 K, at redshifts z = 0.1, 2.5, 5 and 10. In each panel, the thick grey line is identical and shows the un-corrected SED (dust heating only by star formation i.e. the radiation field J * ν ) and the black line shows the predicted intrinsic SED when taking into account additional dust heating by the CMB. We stress that this is the intrinsic SED, not the actually observed one (as discussed in Section 2.3). As the dust temperature increases due to increasing CMB temperature, this affects the dust SEDs in two ways, as seen in Fig. 2 : (i) the peak of the SED shifts towards lower (rest-frame) wavelengths (i.e., higher observed frequencies) as the dust temperature increases with redshift; (ii) the total luminosity increases by a factor [T dust 
Effect on the intrinsic far-IR/sub-mm dust SEDs
(4+β) (eq. 11), due to additional energy from CMB photons absorbed by the dust grains.
Finally, to check the impact on the intrinsic (sub-)mm continuum flux densities, in the top panel of Fig. 3 we plot the effect of the CMB heating on the continuum fluxes in 9 ALMA bands from 38 to 870 GHz, as a function of redshift. This shows that the CMB has practically no effect on the fluxes up to z ≃ 4, but after that redshift it contributes increasingly to boost the intrinsic (sub-)mm fluxes in the ALMA bands. The effect is strongest for the higher-frequency bands, which sample the dust SEDs closer to the peak (see Fig. 2 ).
Detectability of dust emission against the CMB background
Extra dust heating as described in Section 2.2 is not the only effect of the CMB radiation on the observed (sub-)millimeter fluxes. For any (sub-)mm galaxy observation, the dust continuum is always measured against the CMB. Here we discuss how this affects the detectability of the dust continuum of galaxies at high redshifts.
We assume that the stellar radiation can be neglected at (sub-)millimeter wavelengths, i.e. J * ν = 0. From solving the radiative transfer equation, the (rest-frame) intensity per unit frequency from a galaxy at redshift z in the (sub-)millimeter is: (13) where τ ν is the dust optical depth. The first term of this equation corresponds to the emission by dust in thermal equilibrium with temperature T dust (z) (given by eq. 12), and the second term is the contribution from CMB radiation that is transmitted through the galaxy ISM (i.e. the fraction of the underlying CMB that is not absorbed by dust). We assume that the dust is optically thin in the (sub-)millimeter 1 , i.e. τ ν ≪ 1, then exp(−τ ν ) ≈ 1 − τ ν . The optical depth can be expressed as: ) and κ ν is the mass absorption coefficient (cross-section per unit mass, in units of g −1 cm −2 ). Therefore, eq. 13 can be re-written as:
The observed flux of the galaxy is:
where Ω is the solid angle subtended by the galaxy, which can be written in terms of the physical area of the galaxy A and the luminosity distance d L , as:
From eqs. 14 and 15 we obtain:
(16) The flux is always measured relative to the CMB background. The flux measured against the CMB is obtained by subtracting the observed CMB flux (over the solid angle Ω) from the predicted flux in eq. 16. We obtain 3 :
Based on this equation, the fraction of the intrinsic dust emission from the galaxy (i.e. the first term of eq. 13) that we can actually measure against the CMB at a given frequency ν obs = ν/(1 + z) is given by:
If T dust (z) = T CMB (z), i.e. the dust is in thermal equilibrium with the CMB, then no intrinsic flux can be detected against the CMB; on the other hand, if T dust (z) ≫ T CMB (z) (usually the case at low-z), then practically all the intrinsic flux is detected against the CMB. In the bottom panel of Fig. 3 , we plot the fraction of flux observed against the CMB as a function of redshift in the 9 ALMA bands from 38 to 870 GHz, for a galaxy with intrinsic dust temperature T z=0 dust = 18 K. This figure shows that, as the redshift increases and the CMB temperature gets closer to the dust temperature (as shown in Fig. 1) , it becomes increasingly difficult to detect the dust emission against the CMB, and this effect is higher for the lower-frequency bands. In Fig. 2 , we add a black dashed line that represents the actually observed SED of a galaxy with dust intrinsic temperature T z=0 dust = 18 K at different redshifts. This is obtained by multiplying the intrinsic SED emitted at each redshift (including heating by the CMB; black solid lines in Fig. 2 ) by the factor given by eq. 18 at each redshift. Figs. 2 and 3 (bottom panel) show that the fraction of flux from a galaxy at a given redshift that can be detected against the CMB varies with frequency. This can have severe implications on the interpretation of observed (sub-)millimeter SEDs at high redshift in terms of dust properties. For example, for the SED in Fig. 2 , at z = 5, the Rayleigh-Jeans tail of the dust emission observed against the CMB (black dashed line) is much steeper than in the intrinsically emitted SED (black solid line), which would be interpreted as a higher emissivity index β of the dust grains, and would change the inferred dust luminosity, mass and temperature, as we discuss in more detail in the next section.
Discussion: effect on the physical interpretation of the observed (sub-)mm dust emission
In the previous sections we show that the CMB has an impact on the peak of the observed dust SED and its slope in the Rayleigh-Jeans regime. Here we investigate how this may affect the inferred dust temperature, luminosity, emissivity index and mass from typical (sub-)millimeter observations. It is usual practice to interpret observed far-infrared/sub-mm galaxy SEDs by comparing them with modified black body (MBB) functions (of the form ν β B ν [T dust ]) that describe the Effect of additional dust heating by the increasing CMB temperature with redshift. We plot the ratio between the predicted flux density in each ALMA band when including dust heating by the CMB and not including dust heating by the CMB, for dust grains with an equilibrium temperature of 18 K at z = 0. This figure does not include contrast with the CMB background. This shows, as in Fig. 2 , that the highest frequency bands are the most affected by dust heating by the CMB. Bottom panel: Effect of the CMB as an observing background. We plot the ratio between the flux in each ALMA band that can be measured against the CMB at a given redshift, and the intrinsic flux emitted by the galaxy at that frequency. As for the top panel, we assume T z=0 dust = 18 K and, at each redshift, include the extra heating contributed by the CMB in the intrinsic emitted flux.
emission by dust in thermal equilibrium using only three parameters: the dust emissivity index β, temperature T dust , and total luminosity (e.g. Dunne et al. 2000; Klaas et al. 2001) .
We consider the fiducial model discussed in the previous sections, with an intrinsic dust temperature of T z=0 dust = 18 K, dust emissivity index β = 2, total luminosity 10 11 L ⊙ , and total dust mass 1.6 × 10 8 M ⊙ . We assume that our model galaxy is at z = 5, and compute the predicted fluxes in five typical (sub-)millimeter bands at 100 GHz (3 mm), 230 GHz (1.3 mm), 300 GHz (1 mm), 345 GHz (870 µm) and 670 GHz (450 µm). These fluxes are supposed to be the 'real' observed fluxes, therefore we take into account the effect of extra heating and extra background provided by the CMB at z = 5, as discussed in Sections 2.1 to 2.3. We assume a typical flux uncertainty of 5% in each band. In order to test how biased our temperature, emissivity, luminosity and dust mass estimates for this model galaxy would be if we ignored the effect of the CMB, we fit the model fluxes in the five (sub-)millimeter bands using a set of models that does not include the effect of the CMB; we also compare with a set of models that correctly includes the effect of the CMB. In practice, we compare our synthetic observed fluxes in five bands to a grid of modified black bodies where we vary the intrinsic dust temperature T z=0 dust between 10 and 30 K, and the emissivity index β between 1 and 3.
In Fig. 4 , we plot the results of this fitting when including the CMB effects (in black) and the results when ignoring the additional effects of the CMB (in red); for each case, we plot the best-fit SED and the marginalized probability distribution functions (PDFs; computed using the approach described in da Cunha et al. 2008) for the dust temperature, emissivity, total luminosity and mass, with the best-fit value for each parameter (i.e. the value that minimizes χ 2 ) indicated by a vertical dashed line. We first check that the bestfit model parameters obtained when including the CMB effect (indicated by the black dotted lines) are equal to the input parameters -this confirms the robustness of the method. When the SED is fitted with models that do not include the effects of the CMB, there is a significant difference between the best-fit model parameters and the input (i.e. 'real') parameters. The intrinsic dust temperature and emissivity index are overestimated (T z=0 dust = 19 K instead of 18 K, and β = 2.7 instead of 2.0), while the dust luminosity and the dust mass are underestimated (log(L dust /L ⊙ ) = 10.87 instead of 11.00, and log(M dust /M ⊙ ) = 7.35 instead of 8.20). The effect on the estimated dust mass is the strongest because the dust mass depends on the luminosity, temperature and emissivity index as
. This confirms what was already hinted in Section 2.3: the CMB makes the SEDs look hotter and steeper, and Fig. 4 shows that this has a significant impact in the deduced properties of dust in high-redshift galaxies when fitting standard MBB models to the observed dust emission. A steeper emissivity index would imply different dust properties at high redshift, and the difference in inferred dust masses would also change our understanding of ISM enrichment by dust in high-redshift galaxies.
In Fig. 5 , we investigate these effects in a more systematic way. We use the same model and perform the similar modified black body fits as in the test described in Fig. 4 , but at various redshifts between z = 0 and z = 10, and for two intrinsic input dust temperatures, T z=0 dust = 18 K (in blue) and T z=0 dust = 40 K (in red). The four panels of Fig. 5 show the difference between the best-fit parameter value when ignoring the CMB effects on the SEDs and when including the CMB effects, for the dust temperature (a), the dust emissivity index (b), the total luminosity (c), and the dust mass (d). We show, for each temperature, the result of fitting the same five (sub-)mm bands considered in Fig. 4 : observed frequencies ν obs = 100, 230, 300, 345 and 670 GHz. Not surprisingly, the overestimation of temperature and emissivity index and the underestimation of luminosity and mass are worse at high redshifts, and for the lowest intrinsic dust temperature, since in this case the temperature contrast between the CMB and the dust emission is small. The cold dust mass can be severely underestimated, up to about two orders of magnitude at z ≃ 10. We note that, at very low redshifts, we underestimate the dust temperature and luminosity, and overestimate the emissivity index, even though we expect the CMB to have a minimal effect at low redshifts: the differences should be close to zero in all panels at z = 0. This offset is explained by the fact that, when fitting fluxes at observed-frame frequencies 670 GHz and lower, as is the case for the solid lines in these plots, we sample the SED significantly lower frequencies from its peak, and relatively close to the peak of the CMB emission at low redshifts. Comparison between fits to our fiducial model SED (intrinsic dust temperature of T z=0 dust = 18 K, dust emissivity index β = 2, total luminosity 10 11 L ⊙ , and total dust mass 1.6 × 10 8 M ⊙ ) at z = 5, when including the effect of the CMB in the fit (in black) and when ignoring the effect of the CMB in the fit (in red). The 'observed' fluxes are indicated as blue diamonds in the top-left panel; we use five common (sub-)millimeter bands at 100, 230, 300, 345 and 670 GHz. The grey SED is the intrinsic SED, i.e. before CMB corrections -the actual observed SED i.e. with the effects of the CMB included as for Fig. 2 , is plotted as a dashed black line. The best-fit SED when fitting the blue fluxes but ignoring the effects of the CMB is plotted in red. The top-right panels and the two bottom panels show the probability density functions (PDFs) of the constrained parameters (dust temperature, emissivity index, luminosity and mass) computed using a Bayesian fitting method (da Cunha et al. 2008) , with the best-fit value for each parameter indicated by a vertical dashed line.
How to account for the CMB when interpreting real
continuum measurements We have shown in the previous section that, when interpreting real (sub-)mm continuum measurements in terms of intrinsic dust properties, we must take the effect of the CMB into account. This is the case for comparing observations with dust emission models, such as modified black bodies (as described above), or even more complex dust emission models (e.g. da Cunha et al. 2008; Draine & Li 2007) . To summarize, we can estimate the intrinsic properties of the dust in an observed galaxy at redshift z by following these steps:
1. for a given model with intrinsic temperature T z=0 dust and emissivity index β, compute the extra heating provided by the CMB using eq. 12; the actual dust temperature is then T dust (z); 2. include the extra luminosity provided by the CMB heating, i.e. multiply the dust emission model by
3. compute dust emission model in the observed frame, by multiplying the dust emission model by the factor given in eq. 18:
5. compare the modified dust emission model (parameterized in terms of the intrinsic dust properties from step 1) directly with the observations.
EFFECT OF THE CMB ON THE CO LINE EMISSION
We now discuss the effect of the CMB on the CO emission at high redshifts. The mechanisms by which the CMB affects the CO excitation are not as straightforward as for the dust case discussed in the previous section, since the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) conditions can only be assumed in particular cases, and in reality molecular clouds are often in non-LTE conditions. In general, the effect of the CMB on the detectability of high-redshift CO lines is two-fold, as in the case of dust emission. On one hand, the higher temperature of the CMB at higher redshifts can affect the excitation of CO by helping populate high rotational levels (through mechanisms that we discuss below), thus increasing the line luminosities for high-rotational number transitions (e.g. Silk & Spaans 1997) . On the other hand, as the CMB temperature increases, it becomes a more important observing background against which the CO lines must be detected (see also Combes et al. 1999; Papadopoulos et al. 2000; Obreschkow et al. 2009 ).
For simplicity we assume throughout this section that the gas and dust are efficiently coupled, such that the dust temperature, T dust , sets the minimum kinetic temperature of the gas, T kin . This implies that the gas heating via collisions with dust grains is 100% effective (Tielens 2005) . This can be the case for high optical depths (Tielens & Hollenbach 1985) , but, in most realistic cases, the heating of gas by dust may not be 100% effective. However, even in less optimal conditions the gas and dust temperatures are coupled so that if the dust temperature increases, the gas temperature increases by a similar amount (Tielens 2005). We discuss deviations from the assumption that T kin = T dust where relevant. Fig. 4 , the dust temperature and emissivity index tend to be overestimated when ignoring the effect of the CMB on the SEDs at high redshift, and the total dust luminosity and mass are underestimated. As expected, these systematic effects are less severe for higher intrinsic dust temperatures.
Some general aspects of CO excitation
Here we summarize some of the main aspects of CO excitation; more details can be found e.g. in Spitzer (1978) or van der Tak et al. (2007) . The frequency of the photon emitted during the rotational transition of the CO molecule from a level J u to a lower-excitation level J l = J u − 1 is:
where h is the Planck constant, m is the reduced mass of the CO molecule, r e is the effective distance between the two atoms, and ν CO = 115.2712 GHz 4 . The transition between rotational energy levels of CO in molecular clouds occurs mainly via collisions with H 2 molecules, with rates given by the collision coefficients C ul (for collisional de-excitation) and C lu for (collisional excitation). These collision coefficients depend mainly on the velocity-integrated collision cross-section (which depends among other things on the kinetic temperature of the gas, T kin ), and the number density of collision partners, in this case n H2 . Photons of frequency ν ul are emitted when a molecule goes from an upper energy level J u level to a lower energy level J l via spontaneous emission, which occurs at a rate given by the Einstein coefficient A ul , or by stimulated emission, which occurs at a rate B ulŨ , where B ul is the Einstein stimulated emission coefficient andŨ is the line profile-weighted mean energy density of the radiation field. Photons of the same fre-quency from the radiation field are absorbed at a rate B luŨ , where B lu is the Einstein absorption coefficient. The Einstein probability coefficients are related by:
where g u and g l are the statistical weights of the levels (given by 2J u + 1 and 2J l + 1 = 2J u − 1, respectively). The excitation state and line absorption/emission by CO molecules is computed by taking into account collisions and radiative transitions. In statistical equilibrium, the populations of levels u and l are given by:
whereŨ = 4πĨ/c is the average energy density of the radiation field, andĨ is the intensity of the radiation field I ν averaged over the line profile. We can assume I ν = B ν (T rad ), where T rad is the radiation temperature. The 'excitation temperature' of a transition from J u to J l , T Ju exc , by definition, characterizes the level populations resulting from eq. 20 using the Boltzmann equation:
If collisions dominate the excitation of CO, then the level populations are set by the collision coefficients and the kinetic temperature, i.e.
The radiative transfer equation is:
where κ ν = (hν/c) n l B lu − n u B ul is the absorption coefficient, and ǫ ν = (hν/4π)n u A ul is the emissivity. The optical depth of a transition is defined as:
and we can define the source function S ν as:
and re-write the radiative transfer equation (eq. 23) as:
which has the solution:
The first term is the 'intrinsic' line flux, and the second term is the transmitted background intensity. From eqs. 20, 21, and 25 follows that:
If we assume the only background is the CMB, then the (restframe) intensity is:
and, similarly to eq. 15, the observed velocity-integrated flux of the line is: S
The velocity-integrated flux of the line measured against the CMB background is then (see also eq. 17):
The fraction of intrinsic line flux (first term in eq. 29) that is observed against the CMB is:
This is similar to eq. 18 and reflects the fact that we cannot detect the emission from lines where the excitation temperature is the same as the background radiation (as also included in, e.g. Scoville & Solomon 1974; van der Tak et al. 2007; Obreschkow et al. 2009) 5 . The previous equations show that the observed intensity of a CO line depends on the optical depth τ 5 We note that CO is unlikely to be observed in absorption against the CMB at any redshift, as the ubiquitous CMB radiation will effectively heat any gas (either via dust or line heating) to the temperature of the CMB. coupled. A commonly used method to deal with this is the 'escape probability method' which gives the probability β that a photon emitted in the transition escapes from the cloud. In this case, the radiation field becomesŨ(1 − β), and the way β depends on the optical depth τ Ju ν is specified by the geometry. The most widely used approximation is the large velocity gradient (LVG) approach, which assumes radially expanding spheres characterized by a velocity gradient dv/dr along the line of sight (e.g. Scoville & Solomon 1974; Weiß et al. 2005; van der Tak et al. 2007 ).
3.2. The LTE case If collisions dominate, i.e. C ul ≫ A ul (this is the case for high densities), then T Ju exc = T kin for all transitions. This is the local thermal equilibrium (LTE) case, and it implies that all the lines are thermalized (e.g. Obreschkow et al. 2009 ). As mentioned above, we assume thermodynamic equilibrium between the gas and the dust, i.e. T kin = T dust . Since in LTE, T Ju exc = T kin , then T Ju exc = T dust , and therefore the excitation temperature increases with redshift in the same way as the dust temperature (eq. 12).
In Fig. 6 , we plot the ratio between the line luminosity observed against the CMB and the intrinsic luminosity for the CO transitions from J u = 1 to J u = 10 using eq. 32. We adopt two different intrinsic gas kinetic temperatures, T z=0 kin = 18 K (top panel) and T z=0 kin = 40 K (bottom panel). This figure shows that the decrease of CO line flux due to the CMB background can be a very significant effect, substantially decreasing the measured line flux for sources at high redshifts (see also Combes et al. 1999; Obreschkow et al. 2009 ). The effect of the CMB background is more pronounced for colder intrinsic excitation temperatures (which are closer to the CMB temperature at any redshift). This has strong implications for the detectability of CO lines from 'quiescent' galaxies at high redshift, where the radiation field from star formation in the galaxy may lead to relatively low T kin (and therefore T Ju exc ). For T z=0 kin = 18 K, typically less than half of the total line luminosity can be measured at z > 4, with even lower fractions for the lowest-J u transitions. For higher gas excitation temperatures, the effect is not as strong. For T z=0 kin = 40 K, over 70% of the intrinsic flux is recovered. The decrease of measured CO line flux at high redshift shown in these plots has strong implications for measuring the molecular gas (M H2 ) mass of highredshift galaxies using the CO line luminosity, L CO . Since M H2 ∝ L CO (e.g. Solomon & Vanden Bout 2005) , if we do not correct for the CMB in order to obtain the intrinsic CO luminosity (using eq. 32), then we may severely underestimate L CO and consequently underestimate the molecular gas mass of the galaxies (by more than a factor of 2 at z > 4 for 18 K gas). Fig. 6 also shows that the fraction of CO line luminosity that is measured against the CMB for a given gas excitation temperature is not the same for all CO lines as a function of redshift. This implies that the shape of the observed CO spectral line energy distributions (SLEDs) will change with redshift, even if the intrinsic shape, i.e. emitted SLED (which depends only on the gas properties and excitation) does not change. Like in the case of the dust SEDs, this can affect how one interprets the properties of high-redshift galaxies based on their observed CO SLEDs, namely the excitation conditions of the gas. We investigate how large this effect is by analyzing the CO SLEDs is as a function of intrinsic excitation temperature and redshift. We consider three intrinsic kinetic temperatures, T z=0 kin = T z=0 dust = 18, 40, and 100 K. For each tem- Figure 6 . Ratio between the line (velocity-integrated) flux observed against the CMB background and the intrinsic line flux for different CO transitions from Ju = 1 to Ju = 10 (shown with different colors). In the top panel, the intrinsic gas kinematic temperature is T z=0 kin = 18 K; in the bottom panel, we show a case with higher intrinsic gas temperature, T z=0 kin = 40 K. Since this is the LTE case, the excitation temperature T Ju exc is the same for all levels and equal to T kin . These plots include both effects of increasing CMB temperature with redshift on observed CO lines: (i) the increase of gas kinematic temperature (and hence the excitation temperature) as described by eq. 12; (ii) the growing importance of the CMB as an observing background with redshift. When perature, we build the expected CO SLEDs by computing the velocity-integrated flux of each J u > 1 transition normalized to the velocity-integrated flux of the J u = 1 transition at z = 0 (this normalization highlights the fact that the lines become less bright due to lack of contrast with the CMB as shown in Fig. 6 ). We use the first term of eq. 29 to compute the intrinsic CO line luminosity of each transition, with the excitation temperature T Ju exc = T kin , and the line optical depth as given by equation 5 in Obreschkow et al. (2009) (derived for the LTE approximation):
where τ c is a constant. Following Obreschkow et al. (2009) , we fix τ c = 2 (which they show provides a good fit to observed CO SLEDs). We compute the expected CO line SLEDs for three intrinsic kinetic temperatures at different redshifts by including both the extra heating by the CMB that increases T dust and hence T kin and T Ju exc , and the brighter CMB background as discussed above. The results are plotted in Fig. 7 , which shows two main effects: (i) the overall flux of the lines decreases at higher redshifts, as discussed above; (ii) the decrease in line intensity is not the same for all transitions, which slightly changes the shape of the SLEDs. At fixed T z=0 kin , there is a slight shift of the CO SLED peak towards higher J u with increased redshift. This is a consequence both the slightly higher excitation temperature (due to additional CMB heating) and the fact that the CMB background affects the low-J u line measurements more than the high-J u lines (see Fig. 6 ). As expected, these effects are stronger for the lowest T z=0 kin ; gas with T z=0 kin = 18 K is practically undetectable at z ∼ > 5.
Non-LTE examples
In real galaxies, the molecular gas is not likely to be in LTE, and so the radiative transfer of the lines and the population levels have to be solved simultaneously as described in Section 3.1. In this section, we show how the CMB affects the detectability of the CO lines, where the line fluxes and optical depths are computed using the LVG model of Weiß et al. (2005) , which assumes an expanding sphere geometry with velocity gradient dv/dr. The main free parameters of this model are:
• The kinetic temperature of the gas, T kin . As in the previous section, we assume T kin (z) = T dust (z), i. • The number density of CO molecules. We assume n CO = 8 × 10 −5 n H2 . Figure 8 . Excitation temperatures of the various CO transitions computed using the LVG approximation (using the models of Weiß et al. 2005) , for a low-density model (left-hand panel) and a high-density model (right-hand panel). We consider three intrinsic kinetic temperatures at z = 0: T z=0 kin = 18 (blue), 40 (red), and 100 K (yellow). For each model, the kinetic temperature increases with redshift following the dust temperature (eq. 12, which includes extra dust heating by the CMB at high redshift). The resulting excitation temperatures at different redshifts are plotted with different line styles: z = 0 (solid), z = 2.5 (dashed), z = 5 (dot-dashed), and z = 10 (dotted). We plot only transitions where the optical depth τ Ju ν is higher than 0.1 (Fig. 9 ). Figure 9 . Optical depths of the various CO transitions computed using the LVG approximation (Weiß et al. 2005) , for a low-density model (left-hand panel) and a high-density model (right-hand panel). The color and line meanings are the same as in Fig. 8. • The velocity gradient dv/dr. Assuming that the clouds are virialized, we obtain dv/dr = 8 km s −1 pc −1 for the low density case and dv/dr = 3.9 km s −1 pc −1 for the high density case.
Using these parameters, the excitation temperature and optical depth of each line are computed by coupling the statistical equilibrium and radiative transfer equations (Section 3.1; Weiß et al. 2005) . In Figs. 8 and 9 , we plot the variation of excitation temperatures T Ju exc and line optical depths τ Ju ν , respectively, with redshift and input kinetic temperature T z=0 kin , resulting from these calculations. These plots show that the high-density case approaches LTE for low J u : T Ju exc ≃ T kin up to J u ≃ 5 i.e. the low-J u lines are thermalized (i.e. the H 2 density is higher than the critical density for these levels). For higher J u , T Ju exc < T kin because at these densities and kinetic temperatures these levels are not as populated (as they would be in the LTE case). We also note that, for the lowest T z=0 kin , at high redshift, the kinetic temperature becomes very close to the CMB temperature. Due to the strength of the CMB at high redshifts, the CMB defines the minimum excitation temperature as the CO levels become radiatively dominated. In this case, the radiative processes dominate and so the excitation temperature gets close to T rad i.e. T CMB . Finally, these plots also show that T Ju exc < T kin at low density and high J u , i.e. less molecules are in excited states because there is less collisional excitation. At higher redshifts, T Ju exc is higher because T kin is larger due to the dust being hotter (thanks to extra CMB heating) and, at the same time, CMB radiative excitation becoming more important.
Once the excitation temperature and optical depth of each transition are determined using the LVG models, we can compute the velocity-averaged flux of each line as described in the previous sections. In Fig. 10 , we show the ratio between the line luminosity observed against the CMB background and the intrinsic line luminosity for different CO transitions for the low-and high-density case, for intrinsic gas kinetic temperatures T z=0 kin of 18 and 40 K. These plots can be directly compared with the LTE case shown in Fig. 6 . As for Figure 10 . Ratio between the line luminosity observed against the CMB background and the intrinsic line luminosity for different CO transitions from Ju in the non-LTE examples described in Section 3.3 (shown with different colors as in Fig 6) . In the top panels we show models with intrinsic gas kinematic temperature T z=0 kin = 18 K; in the bottom panel, we show the cases with higher intrinsic gas temperature, T z=0 kin = 40 K. The excitation temperature for each transition is computed using the Weiß et al. (2005) LVG model, with the parameters described in Section 3.3: the left-hand panels correspond to the low-density case, and the right-hand panels correspond to the high-density case. the LTE case, the contrast between the lines and the CMB decreases with redshift, and it decreases more rapidly for the low-temperature case, since the temperature is closer to the CMB temperature. The main difference between these plots and the LTE case are the high-J u transitions. Since the higher-J u levels are underpopulated compared to the LTE case (the lines are not thermalized), their excitation temperature is lower than T kin (z) (see Fig. 8 ), and so the contrast between these lines and the CMB is even lower than for the low-J u lines (contrary to what happens in the LTE case). The predicted decrease in contrast is stronger for T z=0 kin = 18 K, specially for low H 2 density: in this case, lines with J u > 5 become practically undetectable against the CMB from z = 4. For the lowest-J u transitions, the contrast behaves similar to the LTE case, because the low-J u are thermalized.
In Fig. 11 , we plot the CO SLEDs computed using the LVG code, i.e. with the excitation temperatures and line optical depths shown in Figs. 8 and 9 . As for the LTE case (Fig. 7) , these plots show how the flux of the lines decreases with redshift due to decreasing contrast with the CMB (and also to some extent different line optical depths; Fig. 9 ). In this case it is harder to distinguish differences between the CO SLED shapes at different redshifts caused by the difference in contrast against the CMB or by different intrinsic values of T Ju exc and τ Ju ν at different redshifts (set by increasing increasing excitation by the CMB both via extra dust heating and radiative processes; Figs. 8 and 9), which would produce different intrinsic CO SLEDs at different redshifts. However, we have shown that the effect of the CMB background is often non-negligible (Figs. 10) and must be taken into account when interpreting observed SLEDs using LVG models (e.g. Scoville & Solomon 1974; Weiß et al. 2005; van der Tak et al. 2007) .
We note that if we do not assume a perfect coupling between the dust and gas temperatures, i.e. that T kin (z)=T dust (z), the effects presented in this section will be even more pronounced, i.e. in general the lines look weaker. Indeed, if we assume that T kin to be constant with redshift (i.e. T kin (z) = T z=0 kin ), at the high redshifts we obtain T kin (z) < T dust (z), since T dust increases with z due to the extra CMB heating (eq. 12). In this case, using our LVG modelling, we obtain the result that T Ju exc tends to be lower in general (because since T kin is smaller the collisions are not as effective bringing molecules to excited levels), and so the contrast between the lines and the CMB is weaker.
SUMMARY & CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have analyzed in detail how the CMB affects (sub-)millimeter observations of both the dust continuum and CO lines in high-redshift galaxies. We have shown that, at high redshifts, the CMB becomes an increasingly significant additional heating source for the dust and gas, boosting their temperatures and enhancing the dust continuum and CO line emission of the galaxies. However, we show that at higher redshifts, since the CMB is hotter and therefore brighter, the contrast of the intrinsic dust (and line) emission against the CMB decreases. We have quantified how this affects the detectability of dust and lines in specific cases with fixed temperatures. Additionally, we provide general correction factors to compute what fraction of the intrinsic dust (and line) emission can be detected against the CMB as a function of frequency, redshift and temperature, and a recipe to include these effects when comparing dust emission models with observations.
We show that neglecting the CMB effect on (sub-)mm observations of high-redshift galaxies can lead to significant differences in the derived intrinsic properties of dust, in particular a severe underestimation of the dust mass. Specifically, the intrinsic dust mass of cool dust (T dust ∼ < 20 K) at z > 5 can be underestimated by at least one order of magnitude. The inferred total dust luminosity (and hence star formation rate) is less drastically affected: between 30% and 50%. Similarly, if the effect of the CMB as an observing background is neglected when measuring CO lines, this can lead to wrong interpretations of the molecular gas properties (such as total mass, density and kinetic temperature) via the observed CO luminosity and the SLEDs. For low gas kinetic temperatures (18 K) and different density scenarios, we find that, at z > 5, less than 20% of the intrinsic CO(1-0) or CO(2-1) line fluxes can be measured against the CMB. This implies that, without proper corrections, the inferred molecular gas mass would be 20% of the intrinsic value. At higher gas kinetic temperature (40 K), the underestimation of the gas mass would be less dramatic since between 20% and 60% of the intrinsic line fluxes are measured (depending on the density), however this is still significant when studying the gas reservoir/star formation efficiency of high-redshift galaxies.
Finally, our results imply that the cold ISM of galaxies at high redshift, with intrinsic temperatures of about 20 K, if existent, will be difficult to measure even with the unprecedented sensitivity of modern (sub-)millimeter observatories such as ALMA, simply because the contrast between the continuum (and line) emission against the CMB background decreases dramatically at z ∼ > 4.
